
From: 

To: 

Subject: 
Date:

Paul Harrington 
Njk Arajrov 
Fwd: Just met with Stan 

Tuesday, June 7, 2016 10:10:27 AM

Nik 
I sent this note yesterday following a meeting with Stan 
The meeting went well, so I have some hope now. 
I think that Stan is getting aware of the risks in just pushing ahead with eyes closed and hoping 
for the best. 

Anyway I had to taLk Darren down from walking yesterday, hence my email to the leaders

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Paul Harrington <pharrington@ 
Date: June 6, 2016 at 2:30:42 PM NDT 
To: Lance Clarke <lauce.clarke, Jason Kean 
<jrkean, Darrenn Debourke <debourke, 
Brian Crawley <brianwcrawley, Scott O'Brien 
<sro.consulting, yfsolutions malcolm Jennings 
<jenningsmalcolm@ 
Subject: Just met with Stan

Folks 
I delivered the letter to Stan and he called me in 
1 he appreciated the honesty 
2 he wants to meet with the project team and tell them that he appreciates their 
efforts and knows they are doing their job to the best of their abilities 
3 he wants the bifurcation of VPs between generation and transmission but is 
flexible about how that is implemented...he wants me ! Gilbert and John to work 
out the details with the minimum disruption. I stressed that the progressive 
turnover of L T A ,LIL and Sobi is the way to go .. .he is not against that approach. 
4 I am encouraged by his response.

So please do not make any sudden moves, stay the course with me and help me to 
manage this one to a conclusion, if you don't like the result at the end of that 
effort then you can decide what to do ...... but I need everyone to take a deep 
breath and back me up for now. Can I count on you guys for that? 
Paul

Sent from my iPad
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